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Dear 2020 is a collection of letters to the year that changed many people's lives. The
contributors to this anthology have shared not only what happened to them and how the year
affected their lives but also how they coped with it and what they learned from it. It's a book
about perspective, about life and death and everything in between, about "the other side of
lockdown," about lessons learned, about growth, about living life.People from various parts of
the world have written about their challenges, their fears, their hope, their loss, and their
gratitude. This book came out of necessity, the necessity of letting others spray some water on
the fires that have been set during 2020... because "life is simply too short and too precious to
wish away a year."Raw, vulnerable, and intensely authentic, Dear 2020 is a glorious tribute to our
humanity; it will recast the way you look back on a year that challenged us and changed so much
of who we are and how we live our lives. - Author Thomas KoulopoulosChris continues his
amazing gratitude journey and, once again, invites us along to grow and develop a deeper
awareness of all the miracles that surround us. This new book will shift your perspective and
open your heart. Thanks, Chris, for leading the way. - Author Paul BoyntonChris Palmore, the
creator of Dear Gratitude: An Anthology, is a gratitude conductor, coach, creator, and author. He
is the founder of GratitudeSpace and a host on GratitudeSpace Radio. He has a Media And
Performing Arts Degree and a minor in Video and Broadcasting from Savannah College of Art
and Design and is a proud member of The International Alliance of Theater and Stage
Employees (I.A.T.S.E.). He lives with his wife, Rocío, in Louisville, KY.

‘This is a wonderful book – a delight to read, fast-moving, informed and passionate in its
advocacy. It is a vivid and compelling portrait of the world turned upside down.’ Sir Roy Strong,
Sunday Times‘The research is superb – rich, detailed, and original – and the lives Benjamin
Woolley describes are as passionate as the great events of the English Civil War around which
they orbit.’ Adam Nicolson‘Immensely readable…This book is more than a biography.’
Independent on Sunday--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBenjamin
Woolley is an award-winning writer and broadcaster. He is the author of the best-selling The
Queen's Conjuror: The Life and Magic of Dr John Dee. His first book, Virtual Worlds was short-
listed for the Rhone-Poulenc prize and has been translated into eight languages. His second,
‘The Bride of Science’, examined the life of Ada Lovelace, Lord Byron's daughter. He has written
and presented documentaries for the BBC on subjects ranging from the fight for liberty during
the English Civil War to the end of the Space Age. He has won the Arts Journalist of the Year
award and an Emmy for his commentary for Discovery's 'Three Minutes to Impact'. He lives in
London.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Cover Design: Nathaniel DascoBack Cover Photo: Corey BostonCopyright © 2021 by Chris
PalmoreAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any
electronic or mechanical means, including information storage and retrieval systems, without
written permission from the author, except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.To my
wife, Rocío,the sexiest and funniest girl I’ve ever met.Nietzsche wrote,“He who has a why to live
can bear almost any how.”I like to fun that quote up and say:He who has a Rocío can bear
anything: time, distance, government lockdowns, borders closing, embassy cancellations, and a
global pandemic.Your love and the hope of our future together is what kept me focused and
open to receive the gifts life had to offer and, in turn, ask and share the gratitude of
others.ContentsPrefaceForewordDear 20201. JanuaryJosianne RobbAndrea CloughSusie
SchusterChelsea MoorheadJessica Anthony2. FebruaryVioletta BabiryeStefanie Skupin3.
MarchTricia RodriguesBui Thi Mai LyDeepti Sharma4. AprilBobsy GaiaTheresa Bodnar5.
MayEmma LloydDanielle Moody6. JuneElizabeth de la PortillaA.H. Mehr7. JulyParker
McGuffeyDiana Wu DavidMax BerdeKaren Seymour8. AugustBobby KountzIleana Gonzalez9.
SeptemberNancy LiuLaura LvovPeter B. Williams10. OctoberRocío del MarLina Isabel11.
NovemberNoosha RavaghiRuss P. Terry Jr.Curtis CockrellNatalie Reeves Billing12.
DecemberJay ArmstrongWanda L. WorleyGail BoenningDavid R. FreedmanAndy
ChaleffGratitude ChecklistAbout the AuthorPrefaceThis book came out of necessity, the
necessity of letting others spray some water on the fires that have been set during 2020.The
seed of the idea for this book planted itself inside of me last year while my editor and I were
discussing categories, ideas, and emotions we wanted people to write in gratitude for the book
Dear Gratitude: An Anthology — and again a short time later as I read the essays and letters
submitted by the contributors. So many of these were about Covid-19 and how it had affected
their lives.The idea reentered my mind thanks to two friends:First, my gratitude brother Kevin
Monroe shared something on LinkedIn that led me to Emma Lloyd and her open letter to 2020.
In this letter, she finds gratitude within losing her dad and sharing a glass of wine at a distance
with her mom. These two sentences really got to me:During a lockdown walk, I remember saying
“the trees are greener this year.” They weren’t greener; I just hadn’t noticed them before in the
busyness of everyday life.- Emma LloydSecond, my friend Peter Williams shared an article
written by Elliot Dallen, a young writer who passed away from cancer this past year. Dallen's
article titled “Terminal cancer means I won't see the other side of lockdown,” really struck a
nerve. His other article, “At 31, I have just weeks to live. Here's what I want to pass on” was
posted on September 7, the day he passed away. In it, he writes:“First, the importance of
gratitude. During my worst moments – the shock of cancer diagnosis, the mental lows and
debilitating symptoms of chemotherapy – it was difficult to picture any future moments of joy,
closeness or love. Even so, at those times I found comfort in remembering what I have: an
amazing family, the friends I’ve made and times I’ve shared with them, the privilege of the life I’ve



had.”- Elliot DallenThese are the ideas behind this book, but all of this work really started
following one event, the death of my mother exactly four months after I posted a message on her
Facebook page. Now I give you this book on the seventh anniversary of her death, the event that
sent me on a journey of gratitude.This book is about perspective, and why it matters.Chris
PalmoreForewordWhen Chris asked me to write a foreword for Dear 2020, I didn’t know if I
would have all the right words, but what I did have was faith — faith that the words would be
revealed to me as I sat down to write, so I embraced the opportunity with an open mind and
unencumbered sense of curiosity about what might show up on the page if I just let myself
become an instrument of something greater than myself.As my friend, mentor, and executive
leadership coach Michael O’Brien says, “books come into our world when we’re ready to receive
them.” This is also the truth about Dear 2020. If you're holding this book, you are ready to receive
the wisdom of every contributing writer and learn from their experience.So take another look at
2020, re-evaluate whatever label you ascribed to it, and re-examine what you might have missed
as you prayed for it to be over. Only then will you see the silver lining, the pearl, the insight, the
aha that you didn’t give yourself permission to experience while you were trapped inside the
picture of what some are calling the worst year ever.I’m not here to discount the loss, the trauma,
or the tragedy. All of it is clearly written in the history book of the year. What this book will give
you is an opportunity to assign a different value to your experience, because as Michael O'Brien
learned when going through his last bad day ever experience of recovering from his near-death
traumatic accident, all events in life are neutral until we label them.In 2020, everything we
thought we knew changed, everything — all the constants, all the things we knew we could
count on. All of it changed, and it felt like it all changed in an instant.This change created
challenges we didn't think we could overcome. Surviving the year seemed
impossible.“Impossible is just a big word thrown around by small men who find it easier to live in
the world they've been given than to explore the power they have to change it.”- Muhammad
AliWe did have the power, but our vision was blurred by fear. All we could see was the pain, the
hardship, and the loss, and we missed the bigger picture.“Be curious, not judgmental.”-Walt
WhitmanWe let fear take over when we should have been curious about the lesson that was
trying to emerge. Trying to find the lesson in events that happen is a simple reframe that changes
everything. Then, once we have given ourselves permission to see the experience for what it is,
we can authentically express our gratitude for both the experience and the lesson.Consciously
expressing gratitude for the difficulties and challenges we face allows us to give ourselves
permission to see the obstacles and adversity from a different perspective.“It’s not what
happens to you, but how you react to it that matters.”-EpictetusWe are responsible for how we
react to whatever happens in our lives. Our response can be one of gratitude or blame. If we
blame others or circumstances, we are, in essence, giving our power away. Choosing gratitude
allows us to focus on our power to overcome obstacles. That, in turn, gives us inner
strength."One who gains strength by overcoming obstacles possesses the only strength which
can overcome adversity."-Albert SchweitzerEmbrace adversity for the teacher it is, and express



gratitude for the lessons offered. See obstacles as a natural part of the process of becoming
whoever you choose to be. And finally, remember, a kite rises against — not with — the
wind.These stories of gratitude, hope, courage, tragedy, and transformation will give you a
different perspective than whatever you’ve had up until now.Keep pedaling. Keep going. Keep
growing.Bobby Kountzthe One-Day-at-a-Time guy, author of The Someday Solution, speaker,
sobriety scholar, and inspirationalistDear 2020Dear 2020,Thank you for waking us up about our
health and how we are perfectly imperfect.You made us face our mortality.You permitted us to
feel what we needed to feel and connected us with those who bring out our best.You taught us to
slow down, and we discovered that we are more patient, resilient, and capable than we
realized.Yes, you spotlighted our differences and proved that we are more connected than we
care to admit.You helped us redefine essential, discover our breath, learn about unlearning, and
that being a better human being to other human beings is emotional labor.As we start to feel
hopeful and see the light at the end of the tunnel, you taught us that without mud, there’s no
lotus, and as your moment fades, as all moments do, we will look back and see that you
happened for us so that we can live better together.Thank you.Michael O’BrienMichael O'Brien
prevents bad moments from turning into a bad day and is the author of Shift: Creating Better
Tomorrows; Winning at Work and in Life.JanuaryI spent the end of 2019 in South America with
my fiancée, Rocío. Spending time away from home with my love in a country that continued to
surprise me was the perfect ending to a fantastic year.I toasted off the year in Barichara,
Colombia’s most beautiful little village, with a bottle of Tequila, a bag of limes, which they call
lemons, money in my shoes, yellow boxers, and lentils in my pocket. I burned a list of things I
wanted to let go of during the two-minute countdown while eating twelve grapes and making
wishes. Yes, I was a gringo in Colombia celebrating the country’s new year’s traditions with the
sexiest and funniest girl I’d ever met. I mean... really! Who other than Rocío would wear a hair
mask while brushing her teeth in the shower and ask me to dance? No one!I was going to marry
Rocío. We had been in the K-1 Visa process for over eight months. All the paperwork was in, and
all we had to do was wait for our number to be called and a most-coveted embassy visit. Then all
would be smooth sailing: book a plane ticket and my love would be with me in Kentucky.Another
one of my goals was to lose 35 pounds. I was weighing in around 220 at the end of the year and I
had been thinking for the past few months that I would take a Healthy Weight bet and wager
enough money to get myself in the game. I know myself well enough to know that the loss of
money is a huge driver for me. So I placed the bet online. I would be putting up $200 a month for
the next 6 months for a total of $1200. The bet was that I would go from 220 to 185 by the end of
the contest. My prize would be getting my investment back plus $650 on top, for a total of
$1850.Another goal was to make some money. I needed it for various future plans and projects,
including moving up to the A-list status at the International Alliance of Theater and Stagehand
union and paying for the wedding.Another goal was set in the second week of 2020 after a Zoom
call with my mentor Thomas K. So there I was, in a hotel in Bogota, Colombia, looking out the
window at the mountains on a sunny day, chatting with Thomas and catching up about things



with Rocío, my travels in Colombia, his latest book, and his next keynote speech.Things turned
to GratitudeSpace. He knew of my passion in being a catalyst for gratitude and my recent
interviews, so he bluntly asked me with a smile on his face where this was all going and why I
was still doing this. I told him what I really wanted to do was get in front of as many people as
possible and share the power of gratitude and be the conductor for a massive world
orchestra.He suggested I just commit to writing every day for the next six months, “How about
you commit to 500 words a day and just see what happens?” I was picking up what he was
putting down and felt that 500 words a day was feasible. I could do that and be accountable to
Tom. He warned me most of it would not be usable, but there would be some good stuff, “Who
knows where it will all end up? But you don’t need to worry about that. Maybe after six months
you decide writing isn’t for you, which is fine. You’ll know you gave it a try and can check that
box.” He advised a book would do what a website and interviews never could.We said our
goodbyes and I promised I’d set up another call with him later in the month and keep him
informed of my progress. So I started writing…1/11/20Today I talked with Tom. I’ve always felt I
had a huge opportunity knowing him… and the gift that he bestowed upon me. I’m not saying
Tom can make my dream come true but he could hold the key. The question is will I take the key
and open the door. A book could be the key to sharing gratitude globally and fulfilling the thing
that makes me the happiest. I really do mean the happiest.Inspiring gratitude is like nothing else
you can do. Sex is great; food is great; watching a good movie is great; but none of them is like
inspiring gratitude. Inspiring gratitude is connecting with another person on a pure level… a level
that doesn’t ask for anything but honesty.This honesty is wonderful, honestly sharing something
about someone that you are grateful for in your life and why that is. You can see the sparks in
their eyes as they express this love. I think this is best done with a stranger or new friend.There is
no backstory and no baggage, just openness to listen and share.The amazing thing about this
process is that even if the person doesn’t answer you, you have sparked their thought to the
question. Our minds are amazing machines. When asked a question, we automatically answer it
in our heads even if we do not verbalize it.I think it’s more powerful to verbalize it, but I think it
would be an awesome experiment to do this without the other person verbalizing it. Just to watch
this processed in their heads and watch how their body language and eyes respond to it. This
could be very powerful. Then you would have the person ask you the same question and do the
same. We could label this a gratitude experiment.Two strangers ask each other who in their life
they are each grateful for. They allow each other to answer non verbally and then ask why they
are grateful for this person.I believe I have done something that no one else has done. I have
traveled across the country asking people what they were grateful for and why. I have hundreds
of videos from many cities... from New York to Seattle, to San Francisco, to Las Vegas, to so
many other cities. Hell, I traveled to Cuba on a whim because I wanted to share love and
gratitude with the Cubans. I have been totally fearless with this love — and made many not-so-
smart decisions while being in a fully vulnerable state. I’m far from perfect but I think that I can
save you some steps to find your gratitude. It’s inside all of us and it is different for all of us.



Where can you start, what can you learn, and is it worth it?I left Rocío at the airport in Bogota
with a kiss, assuming that we’d see each other by May and be married. I arrived at my condo in
Kentucky at 12:30am the morning of January the 14th. After settling back in and working a few
days, I wrote in my journal:1/18/20Today, I am grateful for: 1 day off work, 4 days of checking all
the boxes of my habit checklist.How I made today awesome: checked boxes and enjoyed time
with Dad.Positive affirmations: I always have a choiceAmazing moments: Down 6 pounds total
so far and biked an hour on my spin bike in the living room, burned 800 calories.1/22/20Thomas
has given me a huge gift and I’m going to take it: six months of writing to see where it all
goes.Thoughts:If we choose to love someone, we will be sad if we outlive them. This is the flip
side to all of the good memories, feelings, and experiences with another person. With love there
will always be loss. We can take the good memories and be grateful for having them... for having
the time and the experience of loving another person. The amazing thing about love is that it can
go on. If someone you know dies, you can continue to love them.I continue to love my mom
when I think of her, her love for me, and how she always believed in me. The hard thing is getting
past the trauma of the death. Everyone’s time is different. This can be thought of in terms of the
ocean. Death and things surrounding it are like a hurricane. At the time you are in the eye of the
storm. As time passes, you also distance yourself from the eye. Like in the ocean there will
always be an assimilation of a wave all the way to the shore.Look to your gratitude. You have this
tremendous pain because of the love you were giving. Love/ friendship is a gift, and the more
you appreciate it, the more it will grow.I think talking with someone else who has experienced
this can help. You need to be with people that share these experiences so that you will see that
life goes on and you have a choice to move forward.I know this is selfish but what would your
loved one want? Would they want you lost without them, caught in the eye of the storm? Or
would they want you to remember them the way they were? Listening, caring, laughing...January
gave me a calm feeling as I eased into my new diet, exercise, and writing. Big things within the
month that I was grateful for were buying a second condo property with the hopes of remodeling
it with my dad to rent out.1/24/20So, the idea was simple: take my gratitude letter to loved ones
and have a school make it part of a writing assignment. I was talking with my sister’s friend Traci,
and she gave me some different writing programs that I could check into.What can a gratitude
letter do to a kid and their parents?It allows the kid to share thoughts and feelings they usually
wouldn’t. It gives them an opportunity to give this gift that costs nothing to their parents. It’s a
unique opportunity.Two boys from this school took on the assignment. They both wrote beautiful,
honest, and loving letters that are different from anything that I have ever come across in my
journey. This is because of their age and ability with language.
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Nooshafarin Ravaghi, “2020's Life Lessons. Chris Palmore has done it again: another anthology!
Dear 2020 is a collection of letters to the year that changed so many people's lives, written by
individuals from all over the world, each with a unique perspective on life. It teaches us about
growth, transformation, strength, and the spectrum of human emotions in a year that brought us
loss and showed us what really matters. Dear 2020 is a collection of life lessons for those of us
who made it to “the other side of lockdown.””

Bobby Kountz, “This Book “IS” The Silver Lining!. What is adversity? What is tragedy? What is
triumph? What is perspective? What is resilience? What is gratitude?Gratitude is the lens that
allows us to see what we choose. When gratitude becomes a verb we can see what was
previously unseen. Hear what was previously unheard. Feel what was previously unfelt. What if
everything is a gift?I believe adversity is our greatest teacher and the stories in this book are
evidence of my belief. What if we decided to be curious instead of judgmental? Read with
curiosity...This book has everything required to create a movement.Let’s create one! I’ll go first!
Five fabulous stars!”

Gail B., “Instant Uplifter. In this anthology of letters written by many voices and from a variety of
perspectives, author Chris Palmore shares the light that shines from our collective human soul.
A beautiful and uplifting read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “DEAR 2020 - GRATITUDE FOR A YEAR NO ONE WILL EVER
FORGET. Dear 2020 offers positive reflections on the year 2020. It teaches us that in the midst
of challenge and change, there is always something to be grateful for. I found myself resonating
with so many of the contributors' stories. The book is truly a gift of gratitude and a beautiful
keepsake commemorating a year no one will EVER forget! -Theresa B., Gratitude Enthusiast”

BK, “Gratitude is Everything!. Gratitude is everything and Chris’s anthology of essays that
describe hope, optimism, triumph and compassion are just the lift we all need to help us get to
the other side of the pandemic!”

The Legacy of You, “Deep Connection. At first, I thought to myself, "Really?... Another book on
gratitude?... And more to remind me of the impact of 2020?"... Then when I realized what the
book was about, it was an "Aha, moment"... It was a reminder to me that as humans we have the
deep need to connect... We are, after all, a social species... The author of this book took the
mainstream negative narrative of 2020 and flipped it on its head. He was brave enough to ask
the question, "What did 2020 expose & evolve underneath the abrupt changes to our life". In
experiencing the text in the book, I learned about myself (and my limiting beliefs) through the
eyes of others... Bravo to all those who shared their journey of 2020 through a gratitude lens...



Thank you for this gift of a book... Now, if we as a species can maintain the perspective of
gratitude as we resurface into the new normal, that would be just a wonder to be present for.”

Diana Wu David, “A thousand points of gratitude. I wrote my own Dear 2020 letter for this book
the day after Christmas to reflect on gratitude in the face of my parents’ deaths that year. Months
later, reading the other stories from so many different perspectives around the world helped me
reframe the year more broadly and more positively. COVID has the potential to bring the world
closer and this latest gratitude project from Chris Palmore is a beautiful part of that.”

Jay Armstrong, “We are in this together. This collection of tender, vulnerable, and, at times, funny
stories highlight the earthly struggle of 2020. In a year that separated and isolated us, this
stories bring us back together. Insightful and well-written, "Dear 2020" exposes our shared
experiences and how, our simply put--people need people.Chris Palmore 's anthology is a true
gift to the world. This book inspires and encourages us to find beauty and goodness in the
hardest of times.”

The book by Chris Palmore has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 18 people have provided feedback.
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